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Doctors Clamor for Freedom

Your physician could be planning his or her exit strategy. One recent study found nearly 20 percent of doctors planning to retire in three years. That’s why it is exciting that 400 physicians met in Florida to learn how to take back their practice of medicine from government, health plans and Big Business hospitals.

The Nuts & Bolts Direct Primary Care conference was packed to the gills with doctors looking for a way out of the bureaucracy and back into affordable patient-doctor relationships. Our organization was there offering them the opportunity to join The Wedge of Health Freedom, so patients can easily find them at jointhewedge.com. Find this kind of doctor at jointhewedge.com

Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.